Path length determines the tunneling decay of substituted carbenes.
Quantum mechanical tunneling of atoms allows chemical reactions to proceed through barriers too high for thermally activated processes. This causes hydroxycarbenes to decay rapidly and at a temperature-independent rate even at 11 K. In methylhydroxycarbene, tunneling causes decay through a mechanism that reveals a high but thin barrier rather than an alternative with a lower but broader barrier. No accurate estimates of the widths of such barriers and the lengths of tunneling paths were available. Herein, such a measure is provided by calculating the length of the tunneling paths by using instanton theory. Potential energies are provided by density functional theory verified by explicitly correlated coupled cluster CCSD(T) energies. Our results explain the decay efficiency in the known cases and suggest new substitutions to tune the effects of barrier widths and heights. Fluorination and replacement of the hydroxyl group by a thiol group change the qualitative character of the decay. Methylaminocarbene is predicted to be stable for thousands of years.